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ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINIUM CONSTRUCTION

Extremely light weight,
efficient opening, easy to store

www.rhealthcare.co.uk

Dash Capri
Extremely light weight, efficient opening,
easy to store
The Dash Capri with its quality lightweight aluminium frame
represents great value to prescribers, carers and users alike.
Backed by a 12 month parts guarantee.

Dash Capri sees RHealthcare deliver a
fantastic, lightweight, addition to the range
of Dash wheelchairs, offering unrivalled
value for money combined with high
aesthetics and an efficient opening
mechanism for ease of lifting
and storage.

UP
Brake checks progress

DOWN
Parking brakes engaged

Twin Brake Levers
Makes it easier to apply & release the brake

Ultra light, the Dash Capri folding wheelchair
allows the occupant to travel in style.
Whether going on holiday, visiting the
doctors, out for the day shopping or simply
visiting friends, this ultra lightweight (only
12.2kgs) wheelchair is ideal for the occasional
user both outdoors and indoors. Complete
with efficient opening mechanism and
attendant operated brakes.

• Built in tipping lever
• 17” Seat width
•	Retarding brake with push to
lock brake
•	Lightweight aluminium frame
(12.2 kgs)
•	Padded seat & upholstery for
added comfort

The Dash Capri is ideal for users & carers
wanting quality, lightness & ease of use

Dash Capri

Technical Information

WEIGHT INFORMATION
Max occupant weight

100kgs

SEATING AREA DIMENSIONS
Width
Depth
Backrest canvas height
Backrest frame angle from vertical
Seat frame angle from horizontal
Height of armrests
Footrest to seat adjustable height
Seat front edge to ground
Push handle height

17”
16”
460mm
3 degrees
3 degrees
260mm
370mm - 490mm
505mm
995mm

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
Open width
Open length
Open height
Folded width
Folded Length
Folded Height
Frame wheelbase

600mm
1010mm
995mm
260mm
645mm
765mm
400mm

REAR WHEEL
Diameter

300mm

CASTOR
Solid

200mm

CORRIDOR WIDTHS TO TURN (315mm wheel)
Through 360 degrees between walls

1400mm

As a result of continual product improvement and development, RHealthcare reserve the right to change
product specification without prior notice
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